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Hoster-JP Provides Medical Image Transfer System
Between Russia And Japan for a Government Project
TOKYO -- Hoster-JP (HJP) and Public Interest Incorporated Foundation International Foundation
for Oral Care (IFOC) have started providing medical image data transfer system (MDTS) for a
government-driven project called "Medical Center Project with Japan's Expertise". This system is
supposed to be used between hospitals in Japan and in Moscow, Russia.

The "Medical Center Project with Japan's Expertise" is one of the projects for internationalization
of Japanese high-tech medication, driven by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI).
The project aims to get Japan's high level medical expertise (such as endoscopic surgery, image
diagnosis) widely used through dispatch of Japanese doctors to the partner medical institutions
in Moscow. The project also introduces cutting-edge medical services overseas, and does
business feasibility researches on accepting patients from the world to Japan. The term of the
project is until February 29th, 2012.

The objectives of providing MDTS are:
1.

to verify the benefits for remote medical diagnosis

2.

to find out system needs for more useful operations

The advantages of our MDTS are as follows:
1.

fast transmission speed for uploading and downloading medical image data

2.

multi-point connection available among multiple hospitals in Japan and Russia

3.

secure data transfer and secure data store

The medical data transfer between Russia and Japan is supposed to be automatically done by
the transfer servers at datacenters located both in Russia and Japan. This enables us to make
the transfer speed of upload and download about ten times to twenty times higher than that with
a server located in one side of the countries. In addition, the medical data stored by MDTS is to
be encrypted and transferred, which avoids data theft. The data will also be saved securely in the
servers at the datacenters through a designated time period.

Starting off with MDTS, HJP intends to expand our IT infrastructure services with tailor-made
cloud computing system worldwide, in the pursuit of supporting our customers' global

businesses.
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